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STREAM DECK | Live Content Creation Controller

You’re creating quality content backed by the best tech on the planet. But 
you want to do more. With Stream Deck, unleash your creative genius and 
make waves across Twitch and YouTube. All while focusing on what matters 
most: your audience.

Works with: Windows 10 (64-bit) | macOS 10.11 or later

HD60 S+ | 1080p60 HDR10 capture. 4K HDR10 passthrough

With HD60 S+, enjoy your triple-A titles in all their graphic glory, and easily 
elevate your production value. Hook up your console and computer. Get 
creating. It’s that simple. No tedious setup or complicated software. Just you, 
your game and your audience.

GREEN SCREEN | Collapsible Chroma Key Panel

A rocksteady solution optimized for camera chroma keying, Green Screen 
sets the stage for truly immersive broadcasting in a matter of seconds. Simply 
flip open the aluminium case, lift the handle to a suitable height and let the 
pneumatic x-frame automatically lock your canvas in place. That’s it.

Ideal for even the tightest of workspaces, Green Screen guarantees a wrinkle-
resistant, chroma-green surface. All you need to do is turn on some lights, take 
a seat, and work your creative magic.

WAVE:3 | Premium Microphone and Digital Mixing Solution

Quality content requires excellent sound. You need a broadcast-grade 
microphone that plugs directly into your setup, and a mixer to blend audio 
sources with ease. Meet Wave:3 — your complete solution.

Elegant architecture. Impeccable audio. Wave:3 looks and sounds the part 
without stealing the show.
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APOLLO CLOUD 2 DUO | LPersonal cloud storage 
device - 8TB

The all new Apollo Cloud App lets you share, backup and sync your content 
from multiple devices and multiple platforms. Add up to 40 members to 
create a private social sharing cloud with no monthly fees.

PEGASUS32 R8 64TB | Hardware Raid Storage For 
Creative Professionals - 8-Bay 64TB (8 x 8TB SATA)

Based on TitanRidge, Intel’s latest Thunderbolt™ chip, Pegasus32 has 
great new features expanding your connectivity. Connect to either 
Thunderbolt™ 3 enabled host at 40Gbps or USB 3.2 Gen 2 enabled host at 
10Gbps!Thunderbolt™ 3 cable included

PEGASUSPRO R8 - 32TB | Thunderbolt 3 DAS and NAS 
fusion storage system - 8-Bay 32TB (8 x 4TB SATA)

PegasusPro leaps over technological hurdles to deliver a true Thunderbolt™ 
3 DAS and NAS fusion system for a major improvement in workflow efficiency 
for digital media collaboration. PegasusPro is a kind of system that enables 
rapid data transfer from DAS to NAS and vice-versa, a huge time saving, 
performance improvement that is unique in the industry.

PEGASUSPRO - R16 288TB | Thunderbolt 3 DAS and 
NAS fusion storage system - 16-Bay 288TB (16 x 18TB SATA)

Mac users familiar with the Pegasus Series will transit easily to PegasusPro. 
Just install PROMISE Utility Pro and connect to the shared storage. Data 
on your Pegasus3 or Pegasus32 is immediately accessible with a single 
Thunderbolt™ 3 connection to PegasusPro. 
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M.2 4X4 PCIE CARD (SILENT) | Four M.2 NVMe SSD 
Slots On a PCIe 3.0 x16 Card for Mac and Windows (Silent)

If you need to add internal storage to your computer and ultra high-speed 
data transfers are critical to your work, you need an NVMe SSD-based 
upgrade. Individually, M.2 NVMe PCIe SSDs offer tremendous performance, 
but Sonnet’s M.2 4x4 PCIe Card enables you to mount up to four of them into 
a single x16 card slot and combine their performance. No matter how you 
use it, this card can transform the way you work.

EGFX BREAKAWAY BOX 750EX | Thunderbolt 3 
Expansion System

Transform Your Thunderbolt Computer Into a Graphics Workstation. 
Many popular computers are equipped only with integrated graphics or 
low-power discrete GPUs that bottleneck performance when performing 
these tasks. Happily, there’s a simple path to greater productivity—add a 
Sonnet external GPU (eGPU). The eGPU Breakaway™ Box 750 and 750ex 
Thunderbolt™ 3 to GPU PCIe card expansion systems boost your eGPU-
compatible computer’s graphics performance by connecting a high-
performance GPU card to your computer via a single cable.

RACKMAC MINI | 1U Rackmount Enclosure for Mac Mini

RACK ’EM UP!
Mac minis are great general-purpose computers, and make sweet servers 
for many applications. However, integrating them into a rack poses some 
challenges. How do you securely mount the minis? How do you keep them 
cool? How do you turn them on without pulling them out of the rack? How 
do you plug in a thumb drive for a quick update? Sonnet’s RackMac mini 
solves all these challenges and more.

ECHO 11 THUNDERBOLT 4 DOCK | Universal
Thunderbolt 4 Docking Station with Four Thunderbolt 4 Ports
and 8K Display Support

All the connections you expect from a Thunderbolt™ dock plus the
Thunderbolt hub you’ve always wanted. With this extraordinary dock, a
single cable connects your laptop to your digital world. Sonnet’s Echo™ 11
Thunderbolt 4 Dock – the universal docking station for today and tomorrow.
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SOLO 10G | 10GBASE-T 10Gb Ethernet Thunderbolt 3 Adapter

Video content creation and output has moved on from 1080p HD to 4K and 
beyond, ushering in 10 Gigabit Ethernet (10GbE) as the new networking 
standard for post-production shared storage workgroups and other bandwidth-
intensive workflows. On the infrastructure side, low-priced 10GbE switches 
with RJ45 (copper) have cut the cost of set up, resulting in very rapid adoption. 
The problem is, most computers aren’t equipped to get you connected. For 
computers with a Thunderbolt™ 2 port, there is now an equally affordable 
10GbE adapter—Sonnet’s Solo10G™ (Thunderbolt 2 Edition), a powerfully 
simple solution for adding 10GBASE-T 10GbE network connectivity to Mac®, 
Windows®(1), and Linux® computers with Thunderbolt 2 ports.
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EGFX BREAKAWAY PUCK - 5500 XT | eGFX 
Breakaway Puck Portable eGPU System - 5500 XT

Do you have an Intel®-based MacBook Air®, MacBook Pro®, Mac mini®, 
iMac® or iMac Pro with Thunderbolt™ 3 ports? If you need to run pro editing, 
rendering, colour grading, animating and special effects apps, you need a 
graphics processing (GPU) power boost. Whether your computer completely 
lacks a discrete internal GPU or has a GPU without enough power to 
adequately support the needs of your current workflow, Sonnet has a pair 
of solutions that will instantly boost your computer’s graphics performance 
anytime and anywhere you need it. Why not pack a Puck?!
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